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Announcements 

International Astronomy Day May 10th, 2014 

Telescope Workshop - Museum of Science & Technology auditorium 
Sponsored by Focus Scientific 

Passionate about the world around you, but don't know where to start? Come spend four hours 
with our great friends Paul Klauninger and Rob Lavoie, as they introduce curious families to 
general astronomy, and offer useful observing tips, and instructions on how to set up and use 
amateur equipment. 

No registration required. 

Events include: 

 Astronomy Workshop 12pm to 4pm, Museum of Science & Technology auditorium - 
admission rates apply 

 Free Solar Observing 11am to 1pm, Museum of Science & Technology observatory - 
View the closest star, our Sun through specialized eye-safe telescopes and filters 

 Free Star Party 8pm to 9:30pm, Museum of Science & Technology - View Jupiter, Saturn, 
Mars or the Moon through Canada's historic and largest refracting telescope (15 inch), 
and through other amateur telescopes 

 Observatory events are weather permitting, no admission required 

Admission rates to main museum and auditorium: 

 Free with membership 
 Adults $12.00 
 Students and seniors $10.00 
 Children (3-12) $8.00 
 Children under 3 free 
 Family (2 adults and 3 children) $30.00 

Feel free to download the basic astronomy course before gearing up for astronomy day: 
http://focusscientific.com/ 

 

 

http://focusscientific.com/
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The workshop pdf includes: 

 The Universe and our place it 
 Telescope types and mounts 
 Telescope setup and alignment 
 What to look at and how can to find it 

The telescope workshop material can be downloaded for free.  
http://focusscientific.com/layout.php?eventid=downloads 
 

 
The 2014 RASC General Assembly 
Victoria Centre, B.C.: June 26 - June 29, 2014 

Join the members of Victoria Centre as we celebrate 100 years of being a RASC Centre at our 
2014 RASC General Assembly. To add to the festivities, we will also be celebrating the 100th 
anniversary of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, located in Saanich, B.C., just to the 
north of downtown Victoria.  

The 2014 General Assembly will showcase the DAO, University of Victoria's new observatory 
located on the campus, which is our assembly headquarters, a wide-ranging scientific and 
cultural program for your entire family, and all this conducted against the spectacular natural 
beauty of Canada's West Coast. Guest Speakers include Dr Laura Ferrarese, Bob McDonald of 
CBC's Quirks and Quarks, and RASC's own Peter Broughton. For more details, see the RASC May 
bulletin 2014. 

 

 

http://focusscientific.com/layout.php?eventid=downloads
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Member’s News 

Invitation to Rideau Ferry Observatory, May 23-24 

Robert Dick is planning to hold his bi-annual Observing Weekend at his Observatory in the 
Friday and Saturday nights of May 23-24. The Observatory is located a 1-hour drive south of 
Ottawa and less than a kilometer south of Rideau Ferry, ON along the road designated as R-8. If 
you would like him to send you a map to the site, please contact him by email. 
rdick@robertdick.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Observatory houses a 0.6m (24-in) Newtonian Cassigrain reflecting telescope on an 
equatorial fork mount. There is plenty of room for people to camp overnight 15-ha. 
 
Dinner is held in Perth between 5:30 and 8:30pm on Saturday evening. If you would like to join 
Rob (on your tab), please contact him before May 23 (Friday night) so he can add you to the 
reservation list.  Everyone welcome. 

mailto:rdick@robertdick.ca
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Rob enjoying a view of the 

evening sky through his 

telescope. 
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THE LUNAR ECLIPSE THAT NEARLY GOT AWAY: 

An observing streak is nearly broken 

By Michael A. Earl 

I become very nervous and obsessive before a total lunar eclipse. These are symptoms 
of an affliction that I call "eclipse fever". Symptoms also include checking the weather report 
(short range and long range) every few hours and staring at the Moon for no apparent reason. 
This happens to me because I have not missed a single North American total lunar eclipse since 
the early morning of July 6, 1982 and I don’t want this streak to be broken. Of course, I did 
come close to missing several of these eclipses because of unfavorable weather conditions but 
through sheer luck and (sometimes) careful planning, I managed to see totality every time. 

The first time I nearly missed such an eclipse was on November 29, 1993. The weather 
forecast was pessimistic regarding anything astronomical. The television weather channel (pre-
Internet) predicted that nobody in my viewing area (southern Ontario) would be able to see it 
because of overcast conditions. I decided to try anyway without attempting to chase any breaks 
in the clouds. I viewed the eclipse to within 10 minutes of totality when the clouds rolled in and 
totally obscured it. I became worried that I would not see totality at all. Luckily, about one hour 
later, a clear break emerged, exposing a beautiful coppery-pink disk. I began to frantically take 
pictures through my Criterion Dynamax 8 telescope with only 20 minutes of totality remaining. 

The next time I would be facing such uncertainty was on January 20-21, 2000. The 
clouds were thin, but they still threatened to obscure or hide totality. This was the type of thin 
cloud that carried snow. However, I did see totality thanks to a few clear breaks and obtained 
images with my Criterion 8-inch scope despite lightly blowing snow. 

The evening eclipse of May 16, 2003 was nearly obscured by slowly thickening clouds 
coming from the south-southwest. Fortunately, the clouds remained in the low southern sky 
long enough to allow me to see totality. However, my images of totality were fuzzy and 
certainly were not my best thanks to cirrus activity. 

 The first time I had to chase a total lunar eclipse to escape the cloud cover was on 
March 3, 2007. Southern Ontario was forecasted to be totally overcast at the time of totality 
and there was nothing I could do except to find a location that had a better probability of clear 
or at least broken skies. Albany, New York and central Pennsylvania seemed promising and 
were both a four hour drive away. Eventually, I chose Pennsylvania because I had a (slightly) 
better probability of clear skies there. 
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I stopped in Hazleton, Pennsylvania at about 7 p.m. just after sunset. I could see brilliant 
Venus in the west, but I could not see the totally eclipsed Moon because of the evening 
twilight. However, fate struck when fast-moving clouds rolled in and completely covered the 
twilight sky. Just to rub it in, light snow flurries began soon after. Just as I was about to leave 
the area to find another possible venue, Venus reappeared. The skies cleared in time so that I 
could view totality for nearly an hour; plenty of time to take images through my new Celestron 
NexStar 8i Go-to telescope. Clouds rolled in again just after totality ended so I left for home. I 
was able to see the partially eclipsed Moon through broken cloud for much of the drive back. 

Clouds threatened to cover totality on December 21, 2010 - the winter solstice eclipse. I 
had to use weather forecasts yet again to get away from the clouds. This time, I travelled west 
for two hours to Cobourg, Ontario near a truck stop and a park-and-ride. I viewed totality for 
the entire time and took images with just my digital camera (without a telescope). The next 
total lunar eclipse in North America would occur on April 15, 2014. 

I was initially optimistic for the April 15, 2014 total lunar eclipse because the clouds 
were mainly broken or absent during the first two weeks of April. As the day of the eclipse 
approached, I became increasingly nervous about an approaching weather system riding in 
from the west. Two days before the event, the forecast was bleak. A massive weather system 
was heading my way. This system threatened to stretch from northern Quebec all the way to 
northern Florida and had a width from the Maritimes to the mid-western United States. Was 
this the weather system to finally break my over 30-year streak? The forecast for my living area 
was very poor: overcast with rain changing to freezing rain. 

Within 24 hours of the eclipse, I knew that I had to chase the event yet again. Where to 
go? The cloud system was immense and intense (see Figure 1). Unless I was willing to drive 10 
hours or more, there was no guarantee that I would catch any glimpse of the eclipse. There 
were predictions of several viewing holes in southern New York and mid-Pennsylvania - once 
again! The umbral eclipse began at 1:58 a.m. EDT. I left home at 10:30 p.m. I was not concerned 
about missing any of the partial eclipse stages. My only concern was viewing totality, which 
began at 3:08 a.m. EDT and ended at 4:24 a.m. EDT. 

The weather in southern Ontario and northern New York State that night consisted of 
fog, rain and wind, as promised. As I passed Syracuse, I began to see the moonlight through the 
clouds and the rain had ceased. My hopes were increasing. As I reached Binghamton, New York 
I could see small holes appearing in the clouds. I saw Mars several times, but the Moon was still 
obscured. Just after reaching Binghamton, I saw a large hole appear in the clouds. I could finally 
see the Moon, which appeared to have an eerie crescent phase by that time; just 20 minutes 
before totality. I could also see the constellation Scorpius straight ahead of me. As I continued 
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driving to make sure that the hole was large enough to justify stopping, the clouds claimed the 
sky again. The hole was only about as wide as the local sky and it was travelling very quickly. 
The clear break was gone in only five minutes, again leaving me with the worry that I would 
miss totality and my viewing streak would be broken with only 15 minutes to go before totality! 

 

Figure 1: The immense weather system experienced from April 14-16, 2014 stretched from northern Quebec to 
Florida with virtually no breaks within. Many people living in this area had a low probability of viewing any part 
of the eclipse. This satellite infra-red (IR) image is courtesy of NOAA (USA) and Environment Canada (Canada). 
This satellite map was obtained at 21:45 UTC April 15, 2014; approximately 14 hours after totality. 

I continued driving until I crossed the New York-Pennsylvania border at about 3:30 a.m. 
At that time, I had less than one hour left to view totality. I finally stopped at an auto garage in 
Harford, Pennsylvania. I used my binoculars to scan the sky where the totally eclipsed Moon 
should have been. Mars and Saturn briefly appeared for several seconds through small breaks 
in the clouds. Then, at about 3:45 a.m. EDT, I saw a faint pink-brown disk appear in my 
binocular view! I had seen totality! I stared at it for about one minute before the clouds claimed 
it. I waited for subsequent breaks in the clouds, but they never came. I decided to head north 
back into New York State to see if the large hole in the clouds was still there or at least located 
along my route home. I never saw the eclipsed Moon at any time from when I left the 
Pennsylvania garage to when I reached the U.S.-Canada border. The clouds were much thicker 
and rain was the norm for the entire return trip. Nevertheless, I felt extremely fortunate and 
excited that I was one of the very few in the eastern half of Canada and the U.S. who saw any 
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part of the eclipse. I did not have time to take any images because views were few and far 
between. I enjoyed it with binoculars only. 

Some might say that my behavior during this bout of eclipse fever was “lunacy”. I would 
tend to agree with such an assessment. However, those who have seen such an event probably 
understand why I want to see it again and again. Since total lunar eclipses are somewhat rare 
(one every six months to several years), I would like to view as many as I can within my lifetime. 

 

Figure 2: The totally eclipsed Moon of April 15, 2014 would have looked similar to this image taken by the author 
on November 8, 2003. 

The April 15, 2014 eclipse was the 17th total lunar eclipse that I have viewed. The next 
North American total lunar eclipse will occur in the early morning hours of October 8, 2014. I 
am hoping that I will never have to face such an intense weather system again when planning 
for any future lunar eclipse viewing. One of those is quite enough, thank you. I am sure that 
many astronomers would agree. 
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Editor’s Observation Image of the month 

 
Mike Wirths – Sun, April 22nd limb prominence 

 

The Sky this Month – May 2014 
 

 Gary Boyle’s Northern Skies 
http://www.rasc.ca/news/sky-month-may-2014 
 

 Tonight’s Sky: Highlights of the May Sky 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgLDIrUkiH0&feature=em-uploademail 

http://www.rasc.ca/news/sky-month-may-2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgLDIrUkiH0&feature=em-uploademail

